Training enhances attentional expertise, but not attentional capacity: Evidence from content-specific training benefits
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Cognitive training has become a billion-dollar industry with the promise that exercising a cognitive faculty (e.g., attention) on simple "brain games" will lead to improvements on any task relying on the same faculty. Although this logic seems sound, it assumes performance improves on training tasks because attention's capacity has been enhanced. Alternatively, training may result in attentional expertise—an enhancement of the ability to deploy attention to particular content—such that improvement on training tasks is specific to the features of the training context. The present study supported this attentional expertise hypothesis, showing that training benefits did not generalize fully from a trained attentional tracking task to untrained tracking tasks requiring a common attentional capacity, but differing in seemingly superficial features (i.e., retinotopic location and/or motion type). This specificity suggests that attentional training benefits are linked to enhanced coordination between attentional processes and content-specific perceptual representations. Thus, these results indicate that shared attentional capacity between tasks is insufficient for producing generalized training benefits, and predict that generalization requires attentional expertise for content present in both training and outcome tasks.

Introduction

Cognitive training is a billion-dollar industry (Fernandez, 2013), fueled by consumers striving to maximize their cognitive abilities. By improving performance on training tasks, customers seek benefits in everyday life, such as heightened awareness while driving or better memory for coworkers’ names. To produce such generalized benefits, practicing a training task must use and enhance mechanisms critical to untrained tasks (Ahissar & Hochstein, 2004). Therefore, training paradigms typically use training and outcome measures that putatively depend on common cognitive mechanisms (e.g., working memory tasks and fluid intelligence tasks; Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Jonides, & Perrig, 2008), hoping that training will improve performance on untrained tasks by enhancing a core cognitive ability, such as attention or memory. Although the logic of strengthening cognitive abilities in one context for use in another seems sound, examples of generalized training benefits are limited, and when found (Green & Bavelier, 2003; Jaeggi et al., 2008) often cannot be reproduced (Murphy & Spencer, 2009; Thompson et al., 2013). This inconsistency has generated criticism of training programs: In 2014 75 cognitive scientists released a statement declaring that little evidence exists supporting the efficacy of cognitive training products (Allaire et al., 2014), while in 2016 the cognitive training company Lumosity was fined $2 million for deceptive claims about the effectiveness of its products (Federal Trade Commission, 2016). This criticism highlights the need for a better understanding of the mechanisms enhanced by training.

In the present study, we trained participants on an attentional tracking task, then measured the degree of generalization to similar untrained tracking tasks that differed only in the features of the tracked items (translational vs. rotational movement, upper vs. lower visual field; see Figure 1). This paradigm allowed us to differentiate between two possibilities for how training might enhance attentional processing, which we label the "capacity-enhancing" and "expertise-building" hypotheses of attentional training. The capacity-enhancing hypothesis is the motivation behind cognitive training paradigms which posit that training increases a general attentional capacity’s overall strength or effectiveness (e.g., Green & Bavelier, 2003). Analogous to how strength-training exercises (e.g., bench press)
produce improved performance in untrained tasks that use the same muscles (e.g., lifting heavy furniture), the capacity-enhancing hypothesis predicts that improvement on training tasks should generalize to untrained tasks that use the same attentional capacity. In contrast, the expertise-building hypothesis posits that training does not improve general attentional capacities, but instead enhances the coordination between these capacities and task-specific representations (red arrow in Figure 1). In other words, the expertise-building hypothesis predicts that training allows an attentional capacity to make better use of training-specific representational content, without enhancing the capacity more generally. Analogous to how improving one skill requiring creativity (e.g., writing a poem) does not necessarily generalize to similar skills requiring creativity (e.g., writing a short story; Baer, 1996), the expertise-building hypothesis predicts that improvements on training tasks will fail to generalize to untrained tasks that do not require the attentional processing of content present during training, even when the trained and untrained tasks rely on the same attentional capacity (Figure 1).

We compared the predictions of the capacity-enhancing and expertise-building hypotheses by testing the transfer of training benefits between four very similar laboratory tasks (Figures 1 and 2). Each task is a variant of the multiple-object tracking paradigm (Cavanagh & Alvarez, 2005; Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988), which measures the ability to maintain attention simultaneously on multiple moving targets. Because multiple-object tracking is limited primarily by attentional processing (Alvarez & Franconeri, 2007; although a pre-attentive indexing of individual items may be required, Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988), it is a likely candidate to show generalization of training benefits under the capacity-enhancing hypothesis. This characteristic has led to the use of tracking tasks across a...
variety of cognitive training experiments. When used as an outcome measure for assessing the efficacy of other training paradigms, improvements in tracking performance have been found following video game training (Green & Bavelier, 2006), but were not found following improvement on a working memory task (Thompson et al., 2013). Following the completion of certain tracking training paradigms, benefits such as improved soccer performance (Romeas, Guldner, & Faubert, 2016), better biological motion perception (Legault & Faubert, 2012), and the enhancement of various cognitive functions (Parsons et al., 2014) have been reported, although other studies have failed to find generalization from tracking improvement to measures of working memory performance (Arend & Zimmer, 2012; Thompson et al., 2013). Additionally, tracking ability has been associated with performance in expert populations such as radar operators (Allen, McGeorge, Pearson, & Milne, 2004), professional athletes (Faubert, 2013), and laparoscopic surgeons (Harenberg et al., 2016), making it an intriguing task for comparing the predictions of the capacity-enhancing and expertise-building hypotheses of attentional training.

The four attentional tracking tasks used in the present study differed only in how the objects moved (translating dots vs. rotating pinwheels) and where the objects were located in the visual field (upper vs. lower visual field). Based on their similarity, it seems reasonable to assume that these tracking tasks share attentional resources. However, previous work has shown that two otherwise identical tracking tasks can draw on completely independent attentional resources when presented in separate hemifields (Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2005). Thus, in order to ensure that these tasks are attentionally demanding and share common attentional resources, we ran a preliminary experiment using a dual-task method (the attentional operating characteristic, Sperling & Melchner, 1978; see Appendix A1). The results of this experiment showed that completing any pair of the tracking tasks simultaneously resulted in a direct performance tradeoff between the tasks (i.e., participants had to perform worse on one task to do better on the second), unlike tasks that draw from independent capacities (tracking in the left vs. right hemifield; Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2005) or partially independent capacities (tracking vs. search; Alvarez, Horowitz, Arsenio, DiMase, & Wolfe, 2005). Thus, these preliminary results show that all the tracking tasks used in our training study are limited by a common attentional capacity (or possibly multiple common capacities critical to tracking, such as the capacities for shifting attention and sustaining attention). Therefore, any improvement in the trained task that is the result of an enhanced attentional capacity would generalize to the other tasks.

Having established that the four attentional tracking tasks in the present study are limited by a common attentional capacity (or multiple common capacities), we trained participants using either the translating dots or the rotating pinwheels motion type, and compared their performance to a no-training control group to account for practice effects. If training enhances attentional capacity (capacity-enhancing hypothesis), we expect complete generalization between the four tracking tasks, as each shares an attentional capacity critical to tracking performance. However, although we verified that these four tasks are limited by a common attentional capacity, each uses different representational mechanisms specific to translational versus rotational motion (Morrone et al., 2000) and to the representation of the upper versus lower visual field (Holmes & Lister, 1916; Sereno et al., 1995). Thus, if training enhances attention’s coordination with content-specific representations (expertise-building hypothesis), we expect improvement to be specific to the training context (i.e., to the location and type of motion practiced during training).
Method

Procedure

Over a 10-day training design (Figure 2), participants were required to track moving objects with their attention while keeping their eyes focused on a central fixation point (Figure 1). Following an initial practice day, pretraining speed thresholds were determined for four different tracking tasks (translating dots and rotating pinwheels, in the upper and lower visual fields). Participants next completed six days of training, practicing one motion type in one retinotopic location (e.g., translating dots in the top left quadrant). Following the training period, posttraining speed thresholds were determined for the four tracking tasks. This design allowed analysis of whether performance benefits for the trained motion type in the trained retinotopic location (trained condition) generalized to the untrained motion type in the trained location (new motion condition), the trained motion type in the untrained location (new location condition), or the untrained motion type in the untrained location (both new condition).

On day one of the experiment, participants completed approximately 30 minutes of practice trials, containing a mix of the two motion types in either the upper-left and lower-left or the upper-right and lower-right visual quadrants. Participants were required to take a short break 15 minutes into this practice session. On day two of the experiment, pretraining tracking speed thresholds were obtained for both motion types (translating dots and rotating pinwheels) in two retinotopic locations (the upper and lower visual field on the opposite left/right side of the screen from the practice day). Two randomly interleaved staircases were completed (10 reversals—see Appendix A2 for full description of staircase parameters) for each of the four multiple-object tracking motion type/location combinations (resulting in eight total staircases being completed). For each staircase, we estimated the speed threshold by averaging the final four reversal speeds, resulting in two speed-threshold estimates per motion type/location combination; the mean of these two speed-thresholds was used as the baseline speed for each motion type/location combination. Participants were required to take a short break every 20 minutes until all staircases were completed.

For days 3–8, participants completed approximately 55 minutes of trials of one motion type in one location (e.g., dots in the upper left of the screen). The trained motion type and location for each participant were selected prior to beginning the experiment, and were counterbalanced across the two motion types and four visual quadrants. Participants were required to take a short break after 20 minutes, and again after 40 minutes. Each training day, tracking speeds for each trial were calculated using two randomly interleaved staircases (see Appendix A2 for details). At the conclusion of each training session, the mean of the two staircases’ final four reversals were used to calculate the initial trial speeds for the following training day.

After six days of training, posttraining speed thresholds were determined using the same procedure as the pretraining assessment. The starting staircase speeds were the same for the posttraining assessment (day 9) as they were for the pre-training assessment (day 2). In pilot experiments, we found that observers often showed a drop in performance on what they believed to be the last day of testing. Thus, participants completed an additional one-hour session (day 10) after the posttraining assessment, so that the critical post-training measure (day 9) would not occur on the final day of the experiment. Because our pilot data suggested that these “extra day” data should not be analyzed, we only tested participants for one-hour on day 10, which was not enough time for all of the staircases to asymptote (i.e., not enough reversals could be completed in an hour to provide comparable speed-threshold estimates).

Control participants completed the same practice and assessment sessions as the training participants, but completed no training between the pretraining and posttraining assessment; these control participants did not come into the lab or have any contact with the lab during the interval between the two assessments. Although no-contact control groups are a problem for cognitive training studies claiming generalization of training benefits (Boot, Simons, Stothart, & Stutts, 2013), such a strategy is actually advantageous when reporting specificity of training benefits, as it allows measurement of the amount of the post-training improvement attributable to taking the assessment a second time. The source of any improvement following an active-control task would be less clear, and could potentially be the result of enhanced attentional capacity induced by the control task, complicating claims about the specificity of training benefits. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that the no-contact control participants displayed greater motivation than the training participants following their extended break (potentially producing performance gains beyond test-retest improvement), this possibility is very unlikely given that active controls typically perform more similarly to training subjects than no-contact controls (Melby-Lervåg & Hulme, 2013; Au et al., 2015).
Stimuli

Two different multiple-object tracking stimulus types were used during the experiment (Figure 1), both of which required tracking two target items moving among two distractor items for 6 seconds (510 frames at 85 Hz; 40 cm × 30 cm CRT monitor; 50 cm viewing distance, 122 cd/m² background luminance). One task required tracking two of four moving dots, while the other required tracking one spoke on each of two rotating pinwheels (each pinwheel had two spokes, one of which had to be tracked).

Each trial occurred in one quadrant of the screen. The black translating dots (diameter = 1.1°) were contained within a 14.8° × 14.8° invisible box, centered at 45° between the horizontal and vertical midline along an invisible circle of radius 13.4°. A minimum spacing of 2.2° was maintained between the dots. The black pinwheels (width = 5.1°) were contained within the same 14.8° × 14.8° invisible box, with each pinwheel centered 22.5° from the center of the box along the invisible circle of radius 13.4°. The pinwheels rotated and changed direction independently of one another, with changes in spin direction occurring a minimum of 75 frames apart and a maximum of 400 frames apart; each pinwheel had a 1/200 chance of changing spin direction at each frame between the minimum and maximum. At the start of each trial, two of the four items were designated as targets by blinking. The target items then gradually faded to the color of the distractor items during the first second of motion. During the 6 seconds of motion, subjects were required to maintain central fixation by looking at a crosshair (width = 0.6°) at the center of the screen. If participants broke central fixation (>2° from center, monitored using EyeLink 1000, SR Research, Ottawa, ON, Canada), the trial was terminated and not used for calculating the participant’s tracking-speed threshold. Blinking during the 6 seconds of motion did not count as a broken fixation. After 6 seconds, the targets stopped moving, and participants were required to try to identify the two target items by selecting them with a mouse click. Trials were only marked as correct when both target items were successfully identified.

Due to experimenter error, JPEG compression of the pinwheel stimuli caused the target items to appear slightly darker (7.2 cd/m²) than the distractor items (8.5 cd/m²) for the pinwheel stimuli for the dot training group. This error did not occur for the black (5.8 cd/m²) dot stimuli, and was not present for pinwheel training group or the control group. Although a potential concern, we are confident that this error did not influence the results of the dot training group (the only group exposed to the error) for several reasons. First, the difference was subtle, and was reported by only one observer who completed an experimental session with near perfect accuracy, despite the pinwheels spinning at impossibly fast speeds (>1200°/s; this subject was removed from the experiment). No other observers appeared to notice this error, as none achieved such high performance in any experimental session. Second, if participants had noticed this error and performed well on the pretraining task, then it would artificially look like they improved less on the posttraining tasks. However, the stimulus error did not appear to result in inflated performance in the pretraining assessment for the pinwheel stimuli: An independent-samples t test revealed that the dot training group’s baseline performance for pinwheels with the error (M = 291.3°/s, SD = 85.3°/s) and the pinwheel training group’s baseline performance for pinwheels without the error (M = 292.4°/s, SD = 74.9°/s) was equivalent, t(30) = 0.04, p = 0.97. Finally, although this error could have artificially produced increases in the pinwheel transfer conditions (new motion and both new) relative to the dot conditions (trained and new location) if the dot training group had picked up on the error in the posttraining assessment, the dot training grouped displayed greater gains for the dot-tracking conditions than for the pinwheel-tracking conditions (meaning this outcome would have worked against our findings of specificity). In short, with the exception of one subject, participants did not appear to notice this stimulus error, and if they had it would work against the ultimate conclusions drawn based on data from both training groups combined.

Participants

Participants (N = 48, M_age = 23.5; 21 female, 27 male) were recruited from Harvard University and the Cambridge, Massachusetts community via posters describing the study. Participation was limited to individuals between the ages of 18–35 with normal or corrected-to-normal vision; those with corrected-to-normal vision were required to wear contacts during their participation. Participants received $10/hour compensation, plus an additional $25 completion bonus at the end of day 5 (for dot training and pinwheel training subjects) and day 10. To increase participant engagement, participants also received performance-based bonus pay of up to $5 per day.

Before beginning subject recruitment, a target sample of 16 participants for each of the three groups (dot training, pinwheel training, control) was decided upon for inclusion in our final analysis. This number was selected after examining effect sizes of interest from pilot data. Also before beginning recruitment, we decided to replace any subjects in the dot training and pinwheel training groups who failed to display at least 25% improvement in at least one of the four...
experimental conditions (the criterion was applied to all conditions so that we would not bias the sample toward participants who showed spuriously high improvement in the training condition). Because the study’s goal was to examine whether training benefits would generalize, we wanted to include only participants who showed at least moderate training benefits. Control participants, however, were not replaced for failing to improve by 25% in at least one of the four tasks; although this may have slightly underestimated the amount of test–retest improvement in the control condition relative to the four training conditions, this was a conservative analysis strategy given our conclusions of training specificity. Two subjects (one dot training and one pinwheel training subject) were replaced for failing to improve by 25% in at least one experimental condition. An additional five subjects (two dot training, one pinwheel training, and two control subjects) were replaced for having an excessive amount of fixation breaks during their baseline or final assessment session (>3 standard deviations from the mean broken fixations during assessment), indicating extreme difficulty keeping fixation. Finally, a one dot training subject was excluded after being found using a cell phone during trials of the final assessment. Seven additional subjects were replaced after dropping out of the experiment during the training period (three dot training, one pinwheel training, and three control participants). Had subject replacement not occurred, the only difference in significance testing would have been between the new location condition and the control condition, which would not have been significantly different without subject replacement (see Appendix A3). Although this lack of a difference between the new location and control conditions would have actually better supported our claims of training specificity, the exclusion criterion was determined before running the study, and we believe our data is more reliable following subject replacement.

## Results

For each tracking task, the dependent measure was improvement in tracking speed from baseline, calculated as (posttraining speed – pretraining speed)/pretraining speed. As shown in Figures 3 and 4, all conditions displayed significant improvement following training (see Appendix A4 for condition means and standard deviations). Considering first only the improvement of participants who completed training sessions (i.e., dot training and pinwheel training subjects), a mixed-factors analysis of variance with within-subjects factor condition (trained, new motion, new location, both new) and between-subjects-factor training task (dot training, pinwheel training) revealed a main effect of condition, $F(3, 90) = 21.82, p < 0.001$. The main effect of training group, $F(1, 30) = 0.06, p = 0.80$, and the interaction of condition x training group, $F(3, 90) = 0.05, p = 0.98$, were not significant, indicative of the consistent pattern of improvement between the dot and pinwheel training groups (Figure 4; see Appendix A5 for individual subject distributions).

For both the dot training (dot) and pinwheel training (pw) groups, comparisons between conditions using paired-samples $t$ tests revealed that improvement for the trained condition was significantly greater than for the new motion condition, $t_{\text{dot}}(15) = 3.26, p_{\text{dot}} = 0.005$, $d_{\text{dot}} = 0.97; t_{\text{pw}}(15) = 4.11, p_{\text{pw}} < 0.001, d_{\text{pw}} = 1.50$; new location condition, $t_{\text{dot}}(15) = 2.51, p_{\text{dot}} = 0.02, d_{\text{dot}} = 0.87; t_{\text{pw}}(15) = 4.18, p_{\text{pw}} < 0.001, d_{\text{pw}} = 0.88$; and both new condition, $t_{\text{dot}}(15) = 4.20, p_{\text{dot}} < 0.001, d_{\text{dot}} = 1.28; t_{\text{pw}}(15) = 5.29, p_{\text{pw}} < 0.001, d_{\text{pw}} = 1.78$. Improvement for the new location condition was significantly greater than for the both new condition, $t_{\text{dot}}(15) = 2.26, p_{\text{dot}} = 0.04, d_{\text{dot}} = 0.59; t_{\text{pw}}(15) = 2.76, p_{\text{pw}} = 0.01, d_{\text{pw}} = 0.84$. Neither the improvement difference between the new location and new motion conditions, $t_{\text{dot}}(15) = 1.18, p_{\text{dot}} = 0.26, d_{\text{dot}} = 0.27; t_{\text{pw}}(15) = 1.56, p_{\text{pw}} = 0.14, d_{\text{pw}} = 0.49$, nor the new motion and both new conditions, $t_{\text{dot}}(15) = 1.46, p_{\text{dot}} = 0.17, d_{\text{dot}} = 0.25; t_{\text{pw}}(15) = 1.86, p_{\text{pw}} = 0.08, d_{\text{pw}} = 0.46$, was statistically significant.

To explore whether improvement for the trained, new motion, new location, and both new conditions was greater than would be expected from test–retest related improvement, we compared improvement in each of these conditions to improvement for the no-contact control condition using independent-samples $t$ tests. For each control participant, four improvement

![Figure 3. Speed thresholds and learning curve. The trained, new motion, new location, and both new conditions are aggregated across the dot and pinwheel training groups (see Appendix A7 for individual group learning curves). A different staircase procedure was used for the training days (days 3–8) than was used during the two assessment days (days 2 and 9). Error bars represent SEM.](image-url)
scores were obtained (one for each motion type/location combination). An overall improvement score for each control subject was calculated using the mean improvement in tracking speed across the four motion type/location combinations. Results were again consistent between the dot training and pinwheel training groups. Of primary interest, independent-sample t-tests revealed that the trained condition showed significantly greater improvement than the control condition, \( t_{dot}(30) = 4.28, p_{dot} < 0.001, d_{dot} = 1.46; t_{pw}(30) = 4.92, p_{pw} < 0.001, d_{pw} = 1.68 \), but that the both new condition did not, \( t_{dot}(30) = 0.15, p_{dot} = 0.88, d_{dot} = 0.05; t_{pw}(30) = 0.13, p_{pw} = 0.90, d_{pw} = -0.04 \). Of secondary interest, improvement for the new location condition was greater than that for the control condition, \( t_{dot}(30) = 2.23, p_{dot} = 0.03, d_{dot} = 0.76; t_{pw}(30) = 2.26, p_{pw} = 0.03, d_{pw} = 0.77 \), but improvement for the new motion condition was not, \( t_{dot}(30) = 0.95, p_{dot} = 0.35, d_{dot} = 0.32; t_{pw}(30) = 1.16, p_{pw} = 0.26, d_{pw} = 0.40 \). See Appendix A6 for model comparisons using mixed-effect analyses, which compare all conditions in a single analysis, and support the same conclusions.

We next tested for baseline differences in standardized threshold speed during the pretraining assessment, in an effort to rule out baseline differences as the cause of the differential training improvement found between conditions. Again considering first only the improvement of participants who completed training sessions (i.e., dot training and pinwheel training subjects), a mixed-factors ANOVA with within-subjects factor
condition (trained, new motion, new location, both new) and between subjects-factor training task (dot training, pinwheel training) revealed no main effects of condition, $F(3, 90) = 0.48$, $p = 0.70$, or training task, $F(1, 30) = 0.15$, $p = 0.70$, nor a condition $\times$ training task interaction, $F(3, 90) = 1.43$, $p = 0.24$, indicating no reliable differences between training conditions at baseline (Day 2 in Figure 3). We next used independent-samples $t$ tests to test for differences in pretraining speed thresholds between control condition and the other four conditions (aggregated across the dot and pinwheel training groups). These analyses revealed no significant baseline difference between the control condition and the trained ($p = 0.38$), new motion ($p = 0.72$), new location ($p = 0.44$), or both new conditions ($p = 0.68$).

**Discussion**

The specificity of training benefits found in this study indicates that training did not increase any general attentional capacity, but instead enhanced attention’s ability to perform operations over representations specific to the training task, supporting the expertise-building hypothesis of attentional training. Training benefits for a trained motion type in a trained retinotopic location (trained condition) displayed incomplete generalization to tasks differing in seemingly superficial features, such as motion type (new motion), retinotopic location (new location), or both of these characteristics (both new). Furthermore, improvement for the both new condition was no greater than for a control group that performed no training, indicating that no generalization occurred when the properties of motion type and retinotopic location were not shared. Although improvement for the new location condition was significantly less than for the trained condition, improvement for new location was greater than for the both new and control conditions, suggesting that partially shared features between trained and untrained tasks may allow limited generalization. If the large improvement for the trained condition had been the result of enhanced attentional capacity, however, performance gains should have generalized to all the similar untrained tracking conditions.

Since the improvement in the trained condition was not the result of enhanced attentional capacity, at least two alternative possibilities exist. One possibility is that only representations specific to the training task were altered during training (Figure 1), resulting in more precise encoding of target locations. This explanation is compatible with the specificity typically found in perceptual learning studies (Karni & Sagi, 1991; Poggio, Fahle, & Edelman, 1992), where the training task is limited by the quality of representational encoding. If indeed only task-specific representations are enhanced during training, training benefits should generalize to untrained tasks requiring these same representations, even if the untrained tasks require a different attentional capacity. For example, improved tracking of translational motion in the upper-left visual field would be expected to generalize to a search task using the same stimuli, a possibility that could be tested in future studies. However, because the attentional tracking paradigm used here appears to be limited primarily by attentional processing rather than representational quality (Alvarez & Franconi, 2007; Culham et al., 1998), we favor a second possibility: Training enhanced the coordination between an attentional capacity and representations specific to the training context. That is, rather than improving the quality of perceptual representations specific to the training task, training instead enabled a general attentional capacity to access those representations more effectively. This explanation is compatible with theories positing that enhanced access to representational content is critical for training-induced performance gains (e.g., Ahissar & Hochstein, 2004), and predicts that training benefits will generalize only to tasks requiring attentional expertise that has been enhanced during training (i.e., the connection between the general attentional capacity shared by the tasks and the representations specific to the training task must be enhanced, see red arrow in Figure 1). Therefore, neither a shared attentional capacity nor shared representations between a training and transfer task alone would be sufficient for producing generalization.

Although other studies have reported specificity of training benefits between tasks limited by cognitive control mechanisms, (Gaspar, Neider, Simons, McCarley, & Kramer, 2013; Melby-Lervåg & Hulme, 2013; Thompson et al., 2013), to our knowledge we are the first to demonstrate such minimal generalization of large training benefits between nearly identical attention-limited tasks (all tasks required tracking two moving targets) that were shown to require a common attentional capacity (see Appendix A1). Because of this specificity, we claim that training enhances content-specific attentional coordination rather than general attentional capacities, a conclusion that assumes the attentional tracking tasks in this study use and are limited by the same attentional mechanisms. This assumption can be supported in several ways. First, we ran a preliminary study using the attentional operating characteristic method (see Appendix A1), demonstrating a performance tradeoff between the tasks that is evidence of a common attentional capacity. In previous studies failing to find generalization following training, it is often unclear whether the training and transfer
Implications for cognitive training

Inconsistency has plagued training paradigms attempting to enhance the capacity of cognitive control processes critical to everyday functioning, such as attention (Green & Bavelier, 2003) and working memory (Jaeggi et al., 2008). Although we cannot speak directly to the mechanisms underlying generalization in these studies (which often are completed over a longer training period with a more diverse range of training tasks), our results do provide direct evidence against the logic motivating such training paradigms: i.e., that generalization of training benefits is expected between tasks that rely on a common cognitive capacity. Our results indicate that training can produce content-specific attentional expertise, rather than enhancing general attentional capacities; therefore, simply selecting training tasks that share general control mechanisms with outcome measures of interest is insufficient for producing generalization. Until the parameters necessary for producing generalized training benefits are established, consumers interested in cognitive enhancement should be aware that improvement on training tasks is not necessarily evidence of any improvement to general cognitive functioning.

Although the specificity found in the present study challenges the capacity-enhancing hypothesis assumed by many cognitive training studies, we believe that generalization of training benefits is possible under the expertise-building framework we have proposed, particularly if training produces enhanced attentional coordination necessary for the completion of untrained outcome measures. We speculate such generalization may occur when training enhances coordination between distinct control mechanisms (a type of coordination potentially critical to multitasking; Anguera et al., 2013), or when training improves multiple forms of attentional expertise that when combined produce improvement in untrained tasks (e.g., Xiao et al., 2008). Importantly, even training programs that fail to enhance attentional processing may still be beneficial, particularly if learned strategies (e.g., mnemonic training; Verhaeghen, Marcoen, & Goossens, 1992) or placebo effects produce improvement in desirable outcome measures.

Conclusions

In summary, our results suggest that training benefits for attentional tracking are dependent on enhanced coordination of attention with content-specific representations, rather than resulting from an enhanced attentional capacity. We believe the general inconsistency of cognitive training programs is due in part to a misconception that the capacity of cognitive control mechanisms can easily be enhanced in one context for use in another, ignoring the critical importance of content-specific representations in obtaining training benefits. We hope our results will motivate investigation into whether and how enhancing attentional expertise can produce generalized training benefits, potentially leading to more effective and reliable cognitive training paradigms.
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